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ADAIR UPDATE
Team Adair has
doubled in size in the
last 6 months.

ALMOST DONE WITH WHEATON
I can’t believe I have been back for almost 2 years. Reflections and a summary of all that has happened.
April 1st, 2009 I (Robert) arrived back in

In the spring of 2010, I found myself in a

the States. It’s hard to believe that a year and

quickly deepening relationship. Our biggest

a half has passed since then. When I got

struggle was determining if our different plans

back I didn’t know how America could feel

for the future could be reconciled. After a few

normal again. I was excited that God had

months of prayer and seeking council from

provided the opportunity for me to attend

friends we came to two conclusions. Roberta

Wheaton without incurring debt and gain

felt she was supposed to surrender Kosovo

experience that would prepare me to minister

and her organization for this season. I felt that

in Japan in the future. I was also hopeful that

I was to put Roberta first (under God) and to

I might meet my spouse while a student.

make future life decisions accordingly. With

My first semester at Wheaton was
challenging as I transitioned from my
background in engineering school to the

these thoughts we felt comfortable moving
forward with our wedding on July 31.
Now it is the fall of 2010 and I am

rhythms of a liberal arts education. Instead of

preparing to return to Japan with my wife. It

solving equations, the focus was on

is amazing to look back and see how God has

expressing thoughts through prose. Then

provided. From school I have countless new

towards the end of the semester, I began a

skills and insights to help me minister in

relationship with a beautiful curly haired girl

Japan. In Roberta I have a partner in calling,

named Roberta.

a friend, and companion for life.
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Graduation
On December 10th, Roberta and
Robert will both graduate from
Wheaton College with M.A.s in
Intercultural Studies(Missions).

from Belgium, and several other people with

Life in Wheaton

WHEATON

So what are the two of us up to and how
does it relate to ministry in Japan? Here is a
quick snapshot of some of the activities we are
participating both in and out of school. First we
are full time students at Wheaton College in
Wheaton, Illinois seeking a MA in Intercultural
Studies (missions). This is a 40 credit degree,
which is designed primarily for practitioners.
Robert is still working in mobilization with
A2 on a part time basis. This mainly consists of
fielding calls and e-mails from people interesting
in serving with Asian Access. It is great to be a
part of young men and women determining the
call God has on their life.
Roberta has recently started volunteering
with a ministry at our church for single mothers
called Persisters. She is involved with child care
and helping out in any other way requested. As
there is a high prevalence of single mothers in
Japan, this experience may be relevant in the
future.
We are involved in a very interesting small
group with our church. The leader is a biology
professor at Wheaton. Within the group there is
a Croatian family, a Chinese man, a missionary

How did I get
into this?

Our Community
Over the last year and a
half, we have become part
of an exciting community
of people both at school
and at church. The
pictures are from top to
bottom 1. A shot from
Robert’s intercultural
communication class, 2.
Our departments Halloween
party, 3. Roberta
sketching in the park, and
a shot from our honeymoon
on the right.
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international connections. It has been wonderful
to grow with this eclectic and multigenerational
group.
We are also both being mentored on a
consistent basis by older members of our
church. This is a great opportunity for us to be
influenced by more mature Christians and learn
while we are in the US. Also, a professor from
school and his wife are providing guidance for
us as we navigate the first year of marriage. The
insights from these relationships are helping us
mature as well as teaching us skills we can use
when mentoring people in the future.
Related to mentoring, in September Robert
started a mens bible study that is meeting at our
home. The group consists of five men from the
college and they are going through Gene Getz’a
book “The Measure of a Man.” They have been
studying what it means to be a man of God.
Finally last month Robert had the
opportunity to present an academic paper on a
contextualization model for ancestor practices in
Japan at the Midwest Mission Studies
Fellowship annual meeting. MMSF is one of the
oldest Missions related academic societies in
the United States.

A Year to Transition

WHERE ARE WE
GOING???

Asian Access has a
wonderful policy that
encourages newlyweds to
spend their first year in
the United States. The
reason is to allow us to
transition into married
life before we face the
stress of life overseas
as a couple.

Apply, Partnership Development, Continued Training, and Departure
There is a fairly straightforward road ahead of us to get back to

for the duration of our time in Japan. We will spend a large amount of

Japan. The first step is to apply as a couple as career missionaries with

time in the spring in Texas, Pennsylvania, and the Wheaton area meeting

Asian Access. While I have been on full time staff with A2 for over five

with people who are potentially interested in this partnership.

years as a church planting associate and j-teams coordinator and

As we are forming these partnerships, we will also be

Roberta has served with the Christian and Missionary Alliance

preparing to minister in Japan. Language will be a large part

in Kosovo for 3 years it is still necessary for us to apply
together. The application process consists of a physical
application, psychological screening, and an interview in
southern California. Our hope is to have this process

of this. Roberta is just starting with the Japanese language

Japan here we
come!

and Robert needs to refresh his skills after 2 years in
America. We will also be learning about culture and other
aspects of life in Japan.

completed by Christmas.

Finally we hope to depart for Japan in August of 2011.

As Asian Access missionaries it will be necessary for us to

By then we hope to be fully supported and ready for life in Japan.

find ministry partners to commit to praying for us and financial support

We look forward to seeing how God leads us along this journey.

POTENTIAL TIMELINE

DECEMBER 2010 JUNE 2011

JULY 2011

AUGUST 2011

Here is a quick overview of our
plan for the next 6 months as
we prepare to go to Japan as
church planting missionaries
with Asian Access.

Application
We both have
an extensive
application
and interviews
in Los Angeles

Training
We will be
spending time
studying
Japanese and
learning about
the culture
before we go.

Departure
Once we have
been married a
year and have
met our
financial
goals we will
be on our way.

Partnership
We will be
seeking
ministry
partners for
both spiritual
and financial
needs
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WHO IS ROBERTA ADAIR?
Here’s an opportunity to get to know Roberta
better as she prepares to minister in Japan.
Hello from West Chicago! While I look

with the C&MA to be a career

forward to connecting with you face to face in

missionary. I was able to

the near future and learning more about you,

participate in the apprentice

here is a little about me!

program, which focuses both on

My family background

being mentored and hands-on

I’m from Bellefonte, which is a small town
in central Pennsylvania near Penn State
University. I lived in that area for most of my life;
including going to PSU for undergrad. My father
also taught Sociology and Statistics there until
he passed away when I was twelve years old.
My mother, Judy Clogg, is a recently retired
fourth grade teacher. I also have three sisters.
My oldest sister, Katye, is a high school band
director in the Poconos; my second sister, Edna,
is a medical student in California; and my
younger sister, Edith, is a dietician in Maryland.
I’m excited to spend Christmas with them (and

cross-cultural ministry
experience. From the summer
of 2006 to 2009, I was in Gjilan,
Kosovo (which was a part of

He really
likes me

the former Yugoslavia). It was a
unique and wonderful experience
where I got to learn Albanian, be a
part of a neat team, teach English to high
schoolers, facilitate some youth activities, and

an important step in “activating my
imagination.”
What does seem apparent is that it is very

be a part of a church plant in a post-war, post-

different from Kosovo. It has a significantly

communist, and mostly nominal Muslim piece of

older population, the culture values order and

the world.

structure, there is very low unemployment,

I, like Robert, was accepted for a loan

and...it’s certainly not landlocked. Yet there are

deferment scholarship program at Wheaton

similarities. Both countries have very small

Graduate School and began the MA program

percentages of the population that are followers

the same time as he did. It has been a treat to

of Christ. It is also quite possible in both

study in community with other students with

locations that people can live their entire lives

various experiences, cultures, and personalities.

without meeting a Christian or without hearing

Christian and Missionary Alliance. As the name

I look forward to applying what I’ve been

the message of Christ.

suggests, it’s a network that grew out of a

learning over the last year and a half in addition

missions movement in the late 1800s. My home

to what I learned during my apprenticeship.

been challenging, I would like to specifically ask

church was quite involved in international

My discoveries about Japan

for prayer that I would have an openness and

Robert!), which will be the first time in five years
that we’ll all be together for the holiday.

My interest in missions
I grew up in a denomination called The

missions, and I remember being fascinated by
the stories and personalities of missionaries who
visited our church.
My interest in missions was dormant for
awhile but was “reactivated” my junior year of
college. I then began the application process

I confess to the probability of knowing less
about Japan than you do and view the country
and culture as a great mystery of sorts. I’m
looking forward to going to Japan for a visit with
Robert in early 2011 as I’m hopeful that will be

Prayer Requests

Specific Prayer Points

Please joining us in prayer for our lives and

• Finishing well at school
• Relationships with Japanese people in
the area
• Language acquisition

future ministry. Above all we ask you to
pray that we would daily grow in our
relationships with Christ and each other.
Also pray that our lives would be oriented in
a way that facilitates good preparation for
our future in Japan.

Holiday Travels
FInally please pray for safe travel when we
travel to Texas (Thanksgiving), California
(interview), and Pennsylvania (Christmas).
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As shifting agencies and countries has

love in my heart for the Japanese. I trust that
God walked and is walking with me through a
process of surrender. I recognize that this is
crucial in my motivation to learn, explore, meet
people, and (hopefully) be an effective witness
for Christ.

CONTACT INFO
Robert
radair@asianaccess.org
Roberta
robertaclogg@gmail.com
Web: www.adairupdate.com

